Muscle weakness, cognitive impairment and their interaction on altered balance in elderly outpatients: results from the TRIP observational study
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Background: The determinants of altered balance in older subjects and, particularly, the contribution of muscle strength and cognitive impairment are still uncertain. We hypothesized that both these conditions and their interactions could affect balance in older persons. To address this hypothesis, we studied the cross-sectional association between handgrip strength and balance performance in subjects with and without cognitive impairment.

Methods: Two hundred and sixty-three elderly outpatients (104 men and 159 women, aged 81.44 ± 7.36 years) were evaluated for the comprehensive geriatric assessment. The patients were enrolled from the cross-sectional observational Traumatic Risk Identikit Parma study that was aimed at identifying risk factors for falling in older outpatients.

Results: Balance deficit, defined as an inability to maintain tandem position for at least 10 seconds, was present in 185 patients (70.34%). The mean mini-mental state examination score was 20.79 ± 6.5; the median short physical performance battery score was 5.0 and the mean grip strength was 18.54 ± 9.14 kg. After dividing the subjects into four categories according to the presence of low grip strength and/or cognitive impairment, we found that the mini nutritional assessment short-form scale score was negatively and independently (β = -0.02 ± 0.01; p = 0.04) associated with balance deficit in the group with low grip strength and cognitive impairment. In the other three categories, grip strength was negatively and significantly associated with balance deficit.

Conclusion: The loss of muscle strength, presence of cognitive impairment and their interaction, influenced probably by malnutrition, could affect balance in older persons.
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Background
Falls are potentially catastrophic events which predominantly occur in elderly subjects. In populations older than 65 years, almost one-third of community-dwelling older subjects fall at least once per year, and this prevalence increases with aging.1 Around 10% of falls cause hip fracture and half of these patients became permanently disabled. The real efficacy of falls prevention to reduce fractures is still debated, and this is related to a different fall risk profile of older people and also to the type of intervention program carried out.

There is no international consensus to describe the fall risk profile of older subjects, although it is well understood that older people at higher risk of future falls are those with previous falls, who have reduced walking speed, fear of falling and pathological
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changes in muscle function or balance problems. The fall risk profile is also dependent on the presence of surrounding environmental obstacles, such as unsafe walking surfaces and other factors, such as cognitive impairment, which may be associated with loss of attention, executive dysfunction and an increase of rapid and afinalistic movements. Although the decline in balance, gait and muscle function increases the risk of falling in older persons, the relationship is probably exponential and dependent on to the plethora of co-impairments and comorbidity.

Mobility difficulties in the elderly are significant predictors of subsequent falls, which can lead to disability, institutionalization and mortality. Balance plays a critical role in the maintenance of postural stability, thereby affecting mobility. Advancing age is thought to impair the ability to control balance while walking, and evidence suggests that age-associated changes particularly in muscle strength and cognitive performance may be responsible for the altered or impaired balance control experienced by older adults.

A combined and simultaneous evaluation of muscle strength in the lower limbs and cognitive performance could more appropriately define the effects of the mixed alteration of age and diseases on balance in older persons regarding the separate aspects of reduced muscle strength or malnutrition or presence of cognitive impairment. In this study, a significant interaction between muscle strength and cognitive function in determining balance alteration can be hypothesized.

However, there are few data about this association in the older population. In this study, we hypothesized an interaction between muscle strength and cognitive function, particularly in patients with an impairment of both conditions, influencing balance and therefore the risk of falls.

To address this hypothesis, we studied the cross-sectional association between grip strength and balance performance in elderly patients who were classified according to the presence of muscle weakness and/or cognitive impairment.

**Methods**

Outpatients presented to the Cognitive and Motor Center of the Geriatric-Rehabilitation Department of Parma, Italy, were evaluated for the comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA), as requested by their own general practitioner or after discharge from Medicine and Geriatric-Rehabilitation Department Units. We selected 263 subjects older than 65 years (104 men and 159 women, 81.44 ± 7.36, mean age ± SD) between September and December 2017 from the prospective observational Traumatic Risk Identikit Parma (TRIP) study. This is a cross-sectional observational study, with the primary aim of identifying risk factors for reported falls in the years before the baseline evaluation. Exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) reported severe ADL and mobility disability at baseline, 2) terminal health condition and 3) unwillingness to provide written informed consent.

All patients received a standardized medical visit. The CGA included information of drugs and comorbidities as well as evaluation of body mass index (BMI) and muscle and cognitive performance, such as handgrip strength and the short physical performance battery (SPPB), mini-mental state examination (MMSE), clock drawing test (CDT) and mini nutritional assessment short-form (MNA-SF) scales. Depression was evaluated using the geriatric depression scale (GDS), and when the diagnosis of dementia was unclear, amyloid positron emission tomography (PET) was prescribed after computed tomography (CT)-brain evaluation. Balance deficit was defined as an inability to maintain tandem position (one foot in front of the other) for at least 10 seconds. This evaluation was part of the SPPB total score. Patients who reported a history of falls in the year before evaluation were classified as fallers.

According to our initial hypothesis, we then divided the population into four groups: 1) low grip strength and cognitive impairment (grip strength lower than 26 kg for men and 16 kg for women, MMSE lower than 24/30, indicating cognitive impairment); 2) low grip strength without cognitive impairment (grip strength lower than 26 kg for men and 16 kg for women and MMSE higher than 24/30); 3) cognitive impairment with normal grip strength (MMSE lower than 24/30 and grip strength higher than 25 kg for men and 15 kg for women); and 4) normal grip strength without cognitive impairment.

The data were treated in agreement with the Italian law to guarantee privacy. A detailed informed consent was signed by all study participants. We applied good clinical practice to detect causes of falls and different types of dementia in older persons. The ethics committee of the University Hospital of Parma approved the study (ID 17262). All experiments were performed in accordance with the current relevant guidelines and regulations.

**Statistical analyses**

Data are reported as mean and standard deviation or median and IQR or percentages. Factors associated with balance deficit were tested with an age- and sex-adjusted Pearson’s correlation analysis. A multivariate regression analysis was used to test the relationship between balance deficit and the cognitive and physical performance of participants, also
considering an interaction term “MMSE*muscle strength” as an independent variable.

A multivariate regression analysis was performed for each group to test the relationship between balance deficit and cognitive and physical performance of participants. Statistical significance was defined at a p-value < 0.05. The statistical processing was carried out using SAS 8.2 software (© SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results
The demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population are given in Table 1. Among 263 participants, 114 were categorized as “cognitively impaired with low grip strength”, 38 as “low grip strength with normal cognition”, 48 as “cognitively impaired with normal grip strength” and 63 as “normal grip strength with normal cognition”. Balance deficit was detected in 185 patients (70.34%). The mean MMSE score was 20.79 ± 6.5, the median SPPB score was 5.0, while the mean grip strength was 18.54 ± 9.14 kg. One hundred and ten subjects (42%) reported at least one fall in the year before the evaluation and were thus considered fallers.

Table 1 shows the correlation between balance deficit and characteristics of the subjects obtained via the CGA.

Table 1 Characteristics of the study population (N=263)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>81.44</td>
<td>7.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (n, %)</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>60.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance deficit* (n, %)</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>70.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low grip strength*** (n, %)</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive impairment*** (n, %)</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>61.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low grip strength with cognitive impairment (n, %)</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>43.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low grip strength without cognitive impairment (n, %)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>14.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive impairment with normal grip strength (n, %)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>18.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal grip strength without cognitive impairment (n, %)</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls in the year before evaluation (n, %)</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of drugs (&lt;5) (n, %)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPPB score (median, IQR)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2–11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>26.64</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE score</td>
<td>20.79</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength (kg)</td>
<td>18.54</td>
<td>9.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4m-WS* (m/s)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.22–0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNA-SF</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS-15 points</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1–5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Defined as inability to maintain Tandem position for at least 10 seconds. **Defined as grip strength below 26 kg in men and 16 kg in women. ***Defined as MMSE below 24. 4m-Ws: 4-m walking speed usual pace.

Abbreviations: SPPB, short physical performance battery; IQR, interquartile range; BMI, body mass index; MMSE, mini-mental state examination; MNA-SF, mini nutritional assessment short-form; GDS, geriatric depression scale.

In the age- and sex-adjusted analysis, grip strength, MMSE and MNA-SF were negatively associated and the number of drugs was positively associated with balance deficit.

Figure 1 shows the close association between grip strength and MMSE (p<0.0001), and given the independent association of each parameter with balance deficit, we addressed the hypothetical presence of a relationship between the interaction term muscle and cognition and balance deficit. We found an independent relationship of the interaction “Grip strength*MMSE” and balance deficit (p=0.02, Table 2B). After the division of the population into four categories, based on the presence of muscle and cognitive impairment (Table 1), we found that almost all subjects with both impairments had a balance deficit (91%), 70% of subjects with low grip strength and 61% of subjects with cognitive impairment had balance deficit, and only 38% of patients without muscle and cognitive impairment showed a balance deficit (Figure 2). We also reported the age- and sex-association between grip strength, MMSE and balance deficit among the four categories (Table 3). We found that MMSE was negatively associated
with balance deficit in those with low grip strength ($p=0.04$); in contrast, grip strength was negatively associated with balance deficit in those with cognitive impairment ($p=0.02$).

Finally, we reported the multivariate regression analysis of factors independently associated with the balance deficit in the four categories of patients (Table 4).

In the first category (low grip strength and cognitive impairment), we found that MNA-SF, a marker of nutritional status, was negatively and independently associated with a balance deficit ($p=0.04$). In the other three categories, grip strength was negatively associated with balance deficit.

**Discussion**

Our results suggest that grip strength is one of the main factors affecting balance in older persons. The data show that cognitive performance influences balance in older persons and also a significant interaction between these two factors could significantly accelerate balance deficit in advanced age. When poor grip strength and cognitive performance coexist, an evaluation of nutritional status is advisable, because balance could also be associated with malnutrition in patients with cognitive impairment and reduced muscle strength.

These results support the use of an integrated evaluation of the motoric and cognitive function, especially in older persons with a risk of falling. Both muscle strength and lower physical function assessment should be part of a cognitive evaluation in the presence or absence of cognitive impairment, surpassing the current separate evaluation of memory deficit and movement disorders in older persons. Based on these results, an evaluation of physical and cognitive performance should be promptly and simultaneously conducted in older persons when they are admitted to a geriatric setting in order to identify subjects at risk of falling. With this regard, “cross-road” tests able to simultaneously detect motoric and cognitive function are particularly useful. Stress-tests such as dual-task test, “walking by taking” or walking with obstacles, are good examples and allow the quantification of the risk of falls and potentially predict consequences that could be simple bruises, hip fractures or even head trauma with subsequent catastrophic and permanent disability.

The “fall” might be considered a hypothetical “cross-road” clinical event linking cognitive and motoric domains and is normally accompanied by subsequent fear of falling and impaired quality of life. A fall by older people could be considered an event related to the loss of homeostasis of many systems, for example, the presence of multiple cerebral vascular lesions could produce at the same time...
a decline in cognitive performance, executive function deficits, walking speed reduction, loss of mechanism of balance compensation and, finally, a reduction of attention and reaction time. Moreover, Beauchet et al. recently proposed a new syndrome, the motoric-cognitive syndrome, which includes subjective memory loss associated with low gait speed and reduced physical performance in older persons, where falls could be recognized as the first event that reveals this condition, with a subsequent list of scale-up assessments.22

Muscle strength is particularly influenced by physical activity and resistance training exercise which can be considered a therapeutic strategy in many older subjects who have reduced cognitive and physical performance.23 In both primary and secondary sarcopenia with low muscle strength, resistance training is effective in blocking loss of muscle strength. Van Roie et al. elegantly showed that even a mixed low-resistance exercise protocol in which the resistance training was intensified within a single exercise set (40% of 1 repetition maximum) was sufficient to improve muscle strength significantly in older subjects. Despite a large amount of evidence on the significant interaction between cognitive and motoric systems in influencing physical performance in older persons, the current approach is indeed to assess cognitive and physical function in advanced age separately. It is probably time to integrate the motoric and cognitive evaluation, especially in older persons with both cognitive and physical frailty, to draw up specific plans of treatment in patients with balance deficit with primary or secondary sarcopenia.24,25 Primary sarcopenia could be treated with an individual plan of physical activity,24 while secondary sarcopenia related to, for example, neurological conditions such as dementia or parkinsonism associated with mild cognitive impairment could be particularly influenced by malnutrition with a relatively low level of protein intake.26,27 In this regard, epidemiological studies suggested that the international recommendations for the amount of daily protein intake may not be adequate for the maintenance of physical performance in older adults, and some authors have also proposed a dietary intake that includes 25–30 g of high quality protein per meal to obtain a maximal muscle protein synthesis even in older subjects especially during physical exercise.28

Our hypothesis is that a “brain-muscle loop” exists in older subjects with some form of cognitive impairment, producing a spiral of muscle loss and subsequent reduction of physical activity with frequent falls and development of mobility-disability.20 In fact, recent studies showed that physical frailty is associated with longitudinal decline in global cognitive function in non-demented older adults,29 and cognitive impairment could accelerate physical impairment and negative outcomes in older persons.30 Further longitudinal studies are necessary to confirm this relationship with a specific plan of treatment for each type of clinical impairment.

When chronic diseases coexist, muscle strength evaluation and cognitive and balance tests should be included in the CGA when observing older persons at risk of falling.31 In fact, grip strength seems to be an independent factor associated with mortality in older persons, even all-cause mortality and cardiovascular mortality.32 The significance of the prognostic value of the grip strength, if confirmed in other studies, could permit this measure to be considered an independent marker of aging.33

The routine use of these assessments could contribute to the development of a prognostic muscle index, taking into account the mixed effect of age-related or disease-related muscle change observed in elderly patients.
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